
The model reasonably reproduces the Lyman-a

plume morphology and brightness decrease with

altitude (Fig. 3). At low altitudes (<100 km), the

measured brightness decreases for both the Lyman-a

and OI 130.4-nm emission. Because bright OI

135.6-nm emission is also detected up to altitudes

of 200 km, the OI 130.4-nm profile might be best

explained by a peak in O abundance at higher al-

titudes. Also, the derived plume height of 200 km

is higher than expected frommodel results (24) and

would require large supersonic eruption veloc-

ities of ~700 m/s. However, interpretation of the

derived height and radial profile requires caution

because of the systematic uncertainties of the disk

location by one or two pixels or ~100 km. More-

over, a local density enhancement within a smooth

global atmosphere would substantially alter the

plasma environment, which in turn modifies the

aurora morphology and brightness (25).

The high plume velocities and relatively low

number densities we inferred are consistent with

vapor emission from narrow fractures (15), as

occurs at Enceladus (23, 26). The surface area of

Europa’s fractures is too small to produce a ther-

mal anomaly detectable by the Galileo Photo-

polarimeter-Radiometer instrument (27). Plume

fallback could produce terrain softening in the

near-polar regions, which might be detectable in

suitable high-resolution images (15).

The modeled Lyman-a limb brightnesses for

the 1999 and November 2012 geometries are not

consistent with persistent plumes. Also, no striking

surplus of OI 130.4-nm emissionwas detected. The

model indicates that the plumes were less dense

by at least a factor of 2 and 3 during the 1999

and November 2012 observations, respectively,

if present (fig. S3). Thus, the plume activity ap-

pears to undergo considerable variability.

Recently, the plumes at Enceladus’ south pole

have been shown to be more active near the

apocenter than at the pericenter (28). Similar tidal

stress variability for Europa is expected to open

and close its Linea features [fig. S4 (15)]. Europa

was very close to its apocenter during the De-

cember 2012 observations andwas shortly before

and at the pericenter during the 1999 and No-

vember 2012 observations (Table 1). This causal

relationship might explain the observed varia-

bility and the lack of detections in 1999 and

November 2012. The plume variability, if real,

verifies a key prediction of tidal-flexing models

based on the existence of a subsurface ocean.
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Strong Sensitivity of Pine Island Ice-Shelf
Melting to Climatic Variability
Pierre Dutrieux,1* Jan De Rydt,1 Adrian Jenkins,1 Paul R. Holland,1 Ho Kyung Ha,2

Sang Hoon Lee,2 Eric J. Steig,3 Qinghua Ding,3 E. Povl Abrahamsen,1 Michael Schröder4

Pine Island Glacier has thinned and accelerated over recent decades, significantly contributing to global
sea-level rise. Increased oceanic melting of its ice shelf is thought to have triggered those changes.
Observations and numerical modeling reveal large fluctuations in the ocean heat available in the adjacent
bay and enhanced sensitivity of ice-shelf melting to water temperatures at intermediate depth, as a seabed
ridge blocks the deepest and warmest waters from reaching the thickest ice. Oceanic melting decreased
by 50% between January 2010 and 2012, with ocean conditions in 2012 partly attributable to atmospheric
forcing associated with a strong La Niña event. Both atmospheric variability and local ice shelf and seabed
geometry play fundamental roles in determining the response of the Antarctic Ice Sheet to climate.

A
ustral summer observations in the

Amundsen Sea, West Antarctica, show

that lightly modified, warm \(0.5° to

1.2°C\) and saline (>34.6) Circumpolar Deep

Water (CDW), 2° to 4°C above the in situ freezing

point, pervades a network of glacially scoured

seabed troughs (1) (Fig. 1A). The CDW reaches

nearby Antarctic glaciers and delivers heat to

the base of their 200- to 1000-m-thick ice shelves

(2–4). It is overlain by a 200- to 300-m-thick layer

of cold (–1.5°C\) and fresh (salinity <34.4) Winter

Water (WW, Fig. 2A) that is seasonally replen-

ished by interaction with the atmosphere and

sea ice.

Pine Island Glacier (PIG), a major outlet

glacier feeding one such ice shelf, has shown

apparently continuous thinning (5, 6) and inter-

mittent acceleration (7–9) from 1973 to 2009.

During this period, its ice shelf has also thinned

(6, 10–12), and the reduction in buttressing driven

by oceanic melting is believed to be responsible

for the changes inland. Earlier analysis indicated

that a higher CDW volume and temperature in

Pine Island Bay (PIB) in January 2009 caused an

increase in ice-shelf melting and in the associated

meltwater-driven circulation, relative to 1994 (2).

The lack of subannual variability in CDW tem-

perature during 1-year-long measurement in PIB

(1) and the long-term correlation between the

oceanic melting and the mass loss required to

sustain thinning of the ice shelf gave the im-

pression that the ice-ocean system had shown

progressive change over the last two decades.

This is consistent with a positive geometrical

feedback, with oceanic melt enlarging the cavity

under the ice shelf, allowing stronger circulation

and further melting.

However, such ice-ocean systems are likely

to be more complex. The glacier’s rapid change
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over the last few decades was probably triggered

by its ungrounding from the top of a seabed ridge

transverse to the ice flow at some time before the

1970s (4). Subsequent migration of the glacier’s

grounding line (13) down the seabed slope up-

stream from the ridge crest was probably an in-

evitable response (14), which had a major impact

on cavity geometry, but projections of future evo-

lution remain unclear (15–17). In this context,

climate-driven variability of the delivery of heat

to the ice-sheet margin may be important (18). To

understand the relative roles of glacier dynamics

and climate variability in driving past, present,

and future glacier evolution requires knowledge

of the spatial (19, 20) (Fig. 1C) and temporal var-

iability of ocean-driven melting.

Ocean simulations with a varying degree

of horizontal resolution and using poorly con-

strained seabed and ice geometry produce a broad

spectrum of variability in CDW volume in PIB

(21) and oceanic melt of PIG (22). Some studies

suggest that basal melt is sensitive to the strength

of the circulation in the Amundsen Sea (22).

Others associate its variability with changing

wind-driven inflow of warm CDW at the con-

tinental shelf edge and temperature variability

at the calving front of the glacier (21, 23) influ-

Fig. 1. Temperature maxi-
mum, seabed elevation, and
selected observation locations
in theAmundsenSea. (A) Max-
imum subsurface temperature
deduced from a climatology of
observations taken between 1994
and2012 (supplementarymate-
rials). Black, gray, and white con-
tours indicate seabed elevations
(33) of–1000,–500, and–400m,
respectively. The dashed black
box shows the area in (B). (B)
Detailed bathymetry on the east-
ern Amundsen Sea continental
shelf. Thewhite line shows–750-m
seabed elevation. Color-coded
dots (squares) show ocean sta-
tion positions used in Fig. 2

(Fig. 3, A and B). The dashed black box shows the area in (C). The PIG ice shelf has been
removed to show the seabed elevation beneath (supplementary materials). (C) The 2009
coastline and ice-shelf grounding line (9) are indicated by the black line. The yellow line
shows the position of the grounding line in 1996 (7). Color-coded squares indicate ocean
stations used to compute PIG ice shelf melt budgets. Simulated freshwater flux into the
ocean (color) for 2009 boundary conditions.

Fig. 2. Hydrographic properties
in PIB. (A) Cruise-average, 25-dbar
averaged temperature (continuous
lines; shading indicates 1 SD for
selected years) and salinity (dashed
lines) profiles from January to March
1994, 2000, 2007, 2009, 2010, and
2012 in the wider Pine Island Bay
(individual profile locations are shown
in Fig. 1B; number of profiles per
year is indicated in parentheses).
Averages are performed in density-
space and the resulting profiles re-
gridded into pressure-space using
the average stratification for each
year. Dashed gray lines roughly in-
dicate the 2009 ice-front draft and
the seabed ridge crest, respective-
ly. Inset: the same data in potential
temperature-salinity space, with the
surface freezing line indicated in dashed blue, the 2009 CDW-glacial-ice melt
line in dashed red, and the 2009 CDW-WW mixing line in dashed black. Black-
dotted contours of potential density anomaly are also shown, with the isopycnals
corresponding to the 2009 ice-front draft and seabed ridge crest indicated in
dotted gray. (B) Mean 2012 offset from other years in potential temperature

(continuous) and meltwater concentration (dashed) for all other observed sum-
mers [color-coded as in (A)]. The difference is computed in density-space and
then plotted in pressure-space using the mean 2009 stratification. (C) Same
as (A), but for the near-shelf edge area to the east (see Fig. 1B). (D) Same as
(A), but for the near-shelf edge area to the west (see Fig. 1B).
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enced by far-field forcing of the atmospheric

circulation (18). All these ocean-atmosphere

sensitivities are linked dynamically, but a clear

consensus on the most important driver of melt

variability is lacking.

Hydrographic observations made in January

2012 in the eastern Amundsen Sea complement

previous surveys from 1994, 2000, 2007, 2009

(2), and 2010 (24) (Fig. 1B) and offer a new per-

spective. Indeed, though near-bottom 2012 CDW

temperatures of 1.2°C are very similar to the

warmest records (2007, 2009, and 2010), the

available heat reaching the PIG calving front is

significantly reduced. The top of the thermo-

cline (the depth at which temperature first in-

creases sharply with increasing depth) is about

250 m deeper compared with that of any other

year for which measurements exist (Figs. 2A

and 3, A and B). Furthermore, the 2012 ther-

mocline is sharpened such that the temperature

increases from –0.8° to 0.8°C over only 180 m,

compared with 250 to 350 m for other summers

(Fig. 2A).

The temperature change occurring between

2010 and 2012 is largely associated with a sa-

linity change, implying either that anomalies in

the regional surface buoyancy or wind forcing

cooled the upper thermocline through diapycnal

exchanges (25) or that remote modifications in

the atmosphere-ocean system led to decreased

isopycnal advection of CDW from the continen-

tal shelf edge (21), or both. Thermocline depth

changes in PIB are generally expected to occur at

intraseasonal to interannual time scales (21, 22),

but the few synoptic summer observations avail-

able do not allow assessment of the origin, mag-

nitude, frequency, or duration of such variability.

Hydrographic profiles taken at the continental

shelf edge in the troughs leading to PIB (Fig. 2, C

and D) show that the western trough has a deeper

and more variable thermocline than the eastern

trough, consistent with the warmest inflows being

found in the east (Fig. 1A), but heavy sea ice

prevented sampling in the eastern trough in 2012.

Another observation is that a temperature de-

crease of 0.4° to 1°C occurred in 2012 at the

location of previously identifiedmeltwater outflows

(2) (around 400-m depth, Fig. 2B), and this must

be associated with changes in the ice shelf–ocean

interaction. Derived ice-shelf meltwater con-

centrations (see supplementary materials) were

30 to 50% lower at these locations than during

previous warm summers, and a weaker secondary

meltwater maximum developed at around 600-m

depth (Fig. 2B and fig. S3). The reduced melt-

water concentration is identifiable in temperature-

salinity space (Fig. 2A, inset), where previous

warm summer observations depart far less from

a two-component mixture of CDW and melt-

water. Geostrophic budgets of dissolved oxy-

gen, temperature, and salinity at the ice front

(26) show that meltwater production dropped

Fig. 3. Observed and simu-
lated hydrography and circu-
lation in 2009 and 2012. (A)
Section of observed and simulated
2009 potential temperatures
(color) and salinity (black contours)
along the eastern Amundsen Sea
trough and underneath the PIG
ice shelf. White lines show the
surface-referenced 27.47 and
27.75 isopycnals. The panel shows
observations outside the PIG cav-
ity, and simulation results within
it. Observations are linearly in-
terpolated from profiles (black
triangles) indicated in Fig. 1B. (B)
Same as (A) but for the 2012 ob-
servations and simulation. (C)
Modeled potential temperature
(color) and velocity (black vectors;
every fifth vector is shown) aver-
aged within 50 m of the seabed
for the 2009 simulation. White
vectors show the corresponding
velocity observed by Autosub
(binned on the model grid, see
also fig. S2A). The cyan line indicates the position of the section used in (A) and (B). The white line indicates 750-m seabed depth. (D) Same as (C), but for
the difference between the 2012 and the 2009 simulations.

Table 1. Balanced-transport estimates. For each set of observations, transports are estimated by
balancing geostrophic fluxes of temperature, salinity, and dissolved oxygen budgets at the calving front of
the ice shelf (see supplementary materials), allowing for a barotropic adjustment of the geostrophic
velocity profiles (last column). Seawater transport into the cavity (“In”) and net transport out of the cavity
(“Diff”, positive outward) are given in mSv (1 mSv = 103 m3 s−1) and in equivalent of ice (Iceq), using a
water density of 1030 kg m−3 and an ice density of 920 kg m−3. Meltwater transports are also shown,
using the calculated meltwater fraction and balanced geostrophic velocity. Both transports do not depart
significantly from each other, providing a consistency check. The 2007 observations were taken farther
away from the ice front and thus are reflective of the entire ice shelf (27), whereas other years probably
represent only the fast-flowing southern part of the ice shelf (see supplementary materials). Transport
estimates are typically subject to a methodological uncertainty of about 10% (2).

Year Seawater transport Meltwater transport Maximum (mean) correction

mSv km3 year−1 (Iceq) km3 year−1 (Iceq) cm s−1

In Diff Diff In Diff

1994 –245 1.45 51.3 –36.4 49.1 2.8 (2.1)

2007 –355 3.13 110.6 –61.3 107.3 2.6 (0.8)

2009 –401 2.26 79.7 –36.8 79.4 2.4 (1.4)

2010 –401 2.13 75.2 –43.4 69.2 2.8 (2.1)

2012 –357 1.06 37.3 –71 34.7 1.6 (1.3)
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from ~80 km3 year−1 in 2009 (2) and 2010 (24)

to 37 km3 year−1 in 2012 (Table 1), assuming that

synoptic sections are representative of a short-

term balanced state. This amounts to a 53% de-

crease in meltwater production, making the basal

melting of PIG in summer 2012 the lowest on

record, even below that estimated in 1994, when

the warmest, deepest waters were ~0.2°C cooler

at the glacier front.

To clarify links between ocean and basal melt

variability, we use a state-of-the-art regional

ocean–ice shelf model at 400-m resolution with

the latest ice and seabed geometry (see supple-

mentary materials). When 2009 hydrographic

conditions are imposed at its lateral boundaries

(Fig. 3A), the model reproduces the main ocean-

ographic features observed under the ice shelf

by an autonomous submarine (4). The ocean

circulation and water properties are divided in

two by the ridge (Fig. 3, A and C). Offshore of

the ridge, warm CDW circulates cyclonically

after entering the cavity from the north, and then

meanders back toward the ridge. Only the upper

part of the CDW can flow over the ridge and

reach the ice-shelf grounding line. This CDW

melts the ice, creating a colder, fresher, buoyant

meltwater plume that rises along the ice-shelf

base (Fig. 3A). The vorticity created by this pro-

cess and the cavity geometry impose a vigorous

cyclonic circulation on the inshore side of the

ridge, with near-seabed velocity reaching 0.2 m s−1

(Fig. 3C). The boundary between the inner and

outer cavities is therefore marked by a dynamical

front, further emphasizing (2, 4) the crucial role

played by the ridge in controlling the ocean cir-

culation and its interaction with the ice shelf.

For 2009, the model simulates reasonable basal

melt patterns (Fig. 1C) compared with obser-

vations (19, 20), producing 105 km3 year−1 of

meltwater over the entire ice shelf (27, 28) and

86 km3 year−1 over its more commonly quoted

fast-flowing southern part (2, 19, 24) (see also

supplementary materials).

In sensitivity experiments, 1994 and 2012

hydrographic conditions were imposed at the

lateral boundaries while all other features (in-

cluding ice geometry) were kept the same. For

2012, the simulated cooling of the sub-ice cav-

ity and diminished basal melting are consistent

with the observed decrease in meltwater produc-

tion. The lowered thermocline in 2012 reduces

the amount of heat flowing over the ridge and

cools the water that reaches the grounding line

by 0.3°C (Fig. 3B). In turn, melting is less pro-

nounced and the buoyancy-driven circulation is

concurrently decreased, particularly in the inner

cavity (Fig. 3D). Overall, the model estimates a

31 to 38%decrease inmeltwater flux from the ice

shelf in response to the cooling at its boundaries

(table S1). For 1994, when deepest waters are

cooler than in 2012 but mid-depth waters are

warmer, the model estimates only an 8 to 10%

decrease in melting. These simulations neglect

surface forcing and are limited by the imperfect

seabed and constant ice geometry, which may

explain the smaller reduction in melting than that

observed. However, the model confirms the large

sensitivity of the present ice-ocean system to the

depth of the thermocline relative to the ridge that

is implied by the observations. The inability of

the simulation to proportionally reproduce the

1994 melting level also suggests the importance

of unresolved changes in cavity geometry be-

tween 1994 and 2009 (13).

If prolonged, the ocean conditions observed

in January 2012 would have profound implica-

tions for the PIG ice shelf. Continuation of a deep

thermocline would reverse the current ice-shelf

thinning (as ice advection overcompensates the

weakened basal melt), potentially permitting a

readvance of the grounding line. However, con-

ditions in the months leading up to the 2012 ob-

servations were unusual (see also supplementary

materials). Most of 2011 was marked by strong

easterly wind anomalies over the Amundsen Sea

(Fig. 4, A and B), weakening the typically cy-

clonic wind stress curl over the continental shelf

(Fig. 4B) and curtailing the westerlies north of

the shelf edge that are thought to enhance on-

shore CDW transport (21). Integrated over the

preceding year, the zonal wind north of the con-

tinental shelf even reversed to easterly in 2011

(red line in Fig. 4B), an occurrence that is unique

in the reanalysis wind record dating back to 1979.

Such conditions potentially decreased the flux

of CDWonto the continental shelf and enhanced

coastal downwelling, creating the 2012 thermo-

haline configuration with a relatively thin CDW

layer in PIB.

The wind variability over the Amundsen Sea

has both local and remote origins. In particular,

convective anomalies in the equatorial Pacific

troposphere are known to radiate an atmospheric

wave train toward the area (29), affecting winds

at the continental shelf edge. The strong easterly

anomaly in January 2012 can be attributed to ex-

ceptionally weak convection in the western trop-

ical Pacific associated with a major La Niña

event developing in late 2011 (Fig. 4C). The

relevance of remote forcing from the tropical

Pacific is illustrated by the statistically signif-

icant correlation (0.48) between the Niño 3.4 sea-

surface temperature (SST) anomaly and the zonal

wind over the continental shelf edge (Fig. 4A,

see also supplementary materials). Although

other factors affect the thermohaline structure

in PIB, such as eddy variability at the shelf edge

(30), coastal downwelling (1), and buoyancy forcing

(25, 26, 31), the conjunction of the January 2012

ocean conditions and the atmospheric anomalies

in the preceding months confirms the important

Fig. 4. Exceptional forcing be-
fore the 2012 anomaly. (A)
Monthly-mean 10-m-height zonal
wind velocity (34) (black) and its
running integral over the preceding
12 months (red), averaging over
the area indicated by the black-
dotted box in (B). Shaded areas
indicate 1 SD around the mean
for each. The green line shows the
sea-surface temperature monthly
anomaly in the Niño 3.4 area.
Dates of ocean observations are
indicated by colored vertical lines.
(B) 2011 annual mean of anom-
alies in surface wind (vector) and
wind-stress curl (color) with re-
spect to the 1979–2011monthly
climatology of each. (C) 2011 an-
nual mean of anomalies in atmo-
spheric geopotential height at
200 hPa (color) and sea surface
zonal wind (contour) with respect
to the 1979–2011monthly clima-
tology. White (black) contour are
negative (positive), with 1 m s−1

interval. The white and magen-
ta boxes indicate the area de-
picted in (B) and the Niño 3.4 area,
respectively.
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role of tropical forcing in determining the var-

iability of melt rates under the PIG ice shelf (18).

Neighboring ice shelves closer to the con-

tinental shelf edge and exposed to greater ocean

variability are naturally prone to a larger varia-

bility in melting (32). However, the presence of

the ridge in front of the grounding line of PIG

enhances its sensitivity to changes in oceanic

and climatic forcing. Specifically, the blocking

effect of the ridge makes the vertical distribution

of heat a key element of the melting response.

This study therefore stresses the importance of

both local geometry and climate variability in

determining ice-shelf melting. With the added

realization that this melting varies appreciably

over kilometer scales (19, 20) and that oceanic

variability is expected on intraseasonal to inter-

annual time scales, it is clear that progress in the

understanding and prediction of ice-sheet con-

tributions to sea-level rise requires observations

and models that capture a wide range of spatial

and temporal scales.
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A Spatial Accommodation by
Neighboring Cells Is Required for
Organ Initiation in Arabidopsis
Joop E. M. Vermeer,1* Daniel von Wangenheim,2,3 Marie Barberon,1 Yuree Lee,1

Ernst H. K. Stelzer,2 Alexis Maizel,3 Niko Geldner1*

Lateral root formation in plants can be studied as the process of interaction between chemical
signals and physical forces during development. Lateral root primordia grow through overlying
cell layers that must accommodate this incursion. Here, we analyze responses of the endodermis,
the immediate neighbor to an initiating lateral root. Endodermal cells overlying lateral root
primordia lose volume, change shape, and relinquish their tight junction–like diffusion barrier
to make way for the emerging lateral root primordium. Endodermal feedback is absolutely required
for initiation and growth of lateral roots, and we provide evidence that this is mediated by
controlled volume loss in the endodermis. We propose that turgidity and rigid cell walls, typical
of plants, impose constraints that are specifically modified for a given developmental process.

E
pithelia are central to multicellular life.

Their ringlike paracellular barriers sepa-

rate different environments, and their po-

lar surfaces mediate selective and vectorial uptake

of substances (1). The crucial barrier function of

epithelia must be maintained during growth and

development. In animals, epithelial remodeling

involves a complex, supracellular interplay of

force generating cytoskeleton and dynamically

remodeled adherens junctions (2). In plants, the

root endodermis has a function very similar to

that of animal epithelia, yet its independent evo-

lution in the context of a multicellular organism

with turgid, wall-bearing, nonmotile cells has led

to profoundly different cellular structures (3). In-

stead of being mediated by direct protein-protein

interactions, the paracellular diffusion barrier of

the endodermis is set up by the Casparian strips,

ringlike, hydrophobic impregnations of the pri-

mary cell wall that fuse into a supracellular network

between endodermal cells. These impregnations

consist of lignin, an inelastic phenolic polymer

that is resistant to chemical degradation (4). The

Casparian strip establishment is locally guided

by the Casparian strip domain proteins (CASPs).

These transmembrane proteins, which form a ring-

like plasma membrane subdomain, establish a

lateral diffusion barrier and recruit biosynthetic

enzymes for Casparian strip formation (5, 6). Yet,

despite the presence of a Casparian strip, the en-

dodermis has to be remodeled during lateral root

formation.

Lateral roots are formed from the pericycle,

a cell layer located deep within the primary root,

confined between the vascular bundle and the

endodermis. As the lateral root primordiumgrows,

it has to traverse the endodermis, cortex, and epi-

dermis in order to emerge from the primary root.

The hormone auxin triggers lateral root develop-

ment and also signals to the overlying cell layers

(7). Outer cortex and epidermal cell layers assist

lateral root emergence after auxin from the lat-

eral root primoridum triggers degradation of the

SOLITARY-ROOT repressor protein, which per-

mits expression of pectinases that disrupt inter-

cellular adhesions (8, 9). The endodermis, however,

must be breached first, and its Casparian strip

network cannot be degraded by pectinases. An-
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Strong sensitivity of Pine Island ice shelf melting to climatic variability 

Pierre Dutrieux, Jan De Rydt, Adrian Jenkins, Paul R. Holland, Ho Kyung Ha, Sang Hoon Lee, 

Eric J. Steig, Qinghua Ding, E. Povl Abrahamsen, Michael Schröder 

In  addition  to  a  methods  description,  this  supplementary  note  details  the  location  of 

available  historical  observations  and  the  geometry  used  in  the  ocean  simulations,  provides 

additional  evaluation of the model against available observations,  compares observation- and 

simulation-based meltwater budgets, and presents additional evidence of the influence of tropical 

forcing on zonal-wind variability in the Amundsen Sea area.

Methods: 

For  each  austral  summer,  meltwater  concentrations  are  calculated  using  temperature, 

salinity  and  dissolved  oxygen  observations  and  assuming all  observations  are  produced  by 

mixing three source water masses: CDW, WW and glacial meltwater (2, 35). In a similar manner 

to previous studies  (2,  36), heat, salt and oxygen budgets can be balanced at the ice front to 

deduce the amount of melt occurring at the ice shelf base. Such estimates assume steady state 

ocean  and  sufficient  sampling,  and  are  typically  subject  to  an  additional  methodological 

uncertainty of about 10% (2).

All model results presented in this study are obtained using the MITgcm z-level ocean 

model, which includes a static representation of ice shelves (37). The melt rate at the ice-ocean 

interface  is  computed  from  a  three-equation  formulation (38),  with  exchange  coefficients 

depending on friction velocities at the ice-ocean boundary. Melting parameters are the same as in 

(38),  except for the ice-ocean drag coefficient used to estimate turbulent  exchange, which is 

tuned  to  the  value  of  5x10-3 to  produce  a  melt-water  volume  close  to  that  derived  from 

observations in 2009 (see tables 1 and S2). The standard drag coefficient of 2.5x10-3 in used in 

the momentum equations. The model has horizontal and vertical resolution of 400 m and 20 m, 

respectively, and partial cells with a minimum thickness of 1 m allow the bathymetry and ice 

draft to be resolved at finer vertical scales. Advection is modeled by a 3 rd order flux-limited 

advection scheme. The Pacanowski-Philander scheme (39) parameterizes vertical mixing. At the 

northern and western lateral boundaries, where no ice shelf is present, temperature and salinity 

are restored to  ice-front-averaged observed conditions,  and free-slip  boundary conditions  are 

applied on all vertical walls, including at the northern and western lateral boundaries. Zero-flux 

conditions are used at the open-ocean surface. All results are averaged over the 8 th month of 

simulation, when a quasi-steady-state is reached, but the circulation within the cavity and the 

associated melt rates reach 95% of their final magnitude within 2 months.

Historical observations in the Amundsen Sea:

To our knowledge, a total of 1223 CTD profiles have been taken to date in and near the 

Amundsen Sea since 1994 (Fig.  S1).  This  collection  spans nearly two decades,  with a clear 

sampling bias towards recent years. A detailed analysis of this dataset is beyond the scope of this 

study, but a climatological grid was built from all available observations and used for illustrative 

purposes in Fig. 1a. Only regional subsets of those observations used in Fig. 2 are displayed in 

Fig. 1B.
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Fig. S1. CTD profile database.  The positions of profile observations made in the Amundsen Sea are 

indicated by dots color-coded by their observational time.

High-resolution ice and seabed geometries:

Modeling  the  ocean  circulation  and  ice-ocean  interaction  beneath  the  PIG  ice  shelf 

requires a detailed knowledge of the ice and seabed geometry. The available Autosub (4) t track 

lines  provide  highly  accurate  but  sparse  samples  of  both.  Complementary  larger-scale,  less 

accurate datasets are therefore used to fill gaps. All data are linearly interpolated on a 100 m-

resolution grid.

A 40 m-resolution  digital  elevation  model  (DEM) of  ice  freeboard  from the  SPIRIT 

project  (19,  40) is used to calculate ice draft by assuming freely-floating ice with a density of 

918 kg m-3 and 12 m of air within the firn. The DEM dates from March 2008, and is adjusted 

using a constant  median  bias from the 2009 Autosub ice draft  observations.  On the slower-

flowing portions of the ice shelf, 2009 radar lines from the IceBridge project provide additional 

information  (Fig.  S2A).  In  poorly sampled areas  and close to  the grounding line  where the 

assumptions underpinning the estimates of depth from free-board may not hold, the gridded ice 

draft is less accurate.

The seabed elevation over the continental shelf is well known from ship echo-sounding 

(41). Under the ice shelf, a 2.5-km resolution, +/-150 m-accuracy grid (M. Studinger, personal 

communication, and Fig. S2C) obtained from inversion of gravimetry data is corrected at each 

point  using the  median  difference  from all  Autosub observations  within a 6 km radius  (Fig. 

S2C). The bias between the inverted gravimetry and Autosub observations indicates a strong 

east/west asymmetry from the ridge crest, perhaps suggesting that a sediment layer on the outer 

slope of the ridge, deposited when the ice was grounded on the ridge crest (4), is unaccounted for 

in the gravimetry inversion (42). In any case, our deduced bathymetry differs significantly from 

that directly obtained by gravimetry inversion and used in previous model experiments (22) since 

it does not contain a channel allowing access of warm deep waters to the ice shelf grounding 

line, but presents the continuous blocking ridge suggested by Autosub observations.

The final bathymetry (Fig. S2D) and ice draft (Fig. S2B) thus obtained are smoothed 

using a 5-point square-box smoothing to produce the final model grids.
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Evaluation of the simulations:

The purpose of the numerical simulations is to represent the response of the ocean and 

induced ice shelf melt to variability in the wider Amundsen Sea. Doing so requires a state-of-the-

art ocean model with an adequate representation of ice shelf/ocean interactions at sub-kilometer 

grid resolution (19). Simulating a large domain at such resolution is not practical. We thus opted 

for a small domain covering the cavity beneath the ice shelf and part of Pine Island Bay, and 

make the assumption that adjustment of the cavity circulation to oceanic variability in the wider 

Amundsen Sea is fast compared to the time scale of that variability. Since the model adjustment 

is of order of months (95% of the quasi-steady state melt estimate is reached within 2 months), 

this assumption is probably valid for seasonal to interannual variability. Recent work suggest that 

tidal variability leads to only weak variations in melt  (43). However, time-scales shorter than 

seasonal are arguably more problematic and will need to be investigated in the future.

Although  the  geometry  presented  above  is  constrained  as  much  as  possible,  some 

uncertainties  remain,  especially  in  areas  unsampled  by Autosub.  These  presumably  have  an 

important impact on the details of the ocean circulation. Similarly, missing components of the 

forcing (tides, open-ocean surface wind and buoyancy fluxes) might play a role. The extent to 

which these factors affect the model results can be examined by comparing the simulation using 

mean observed 2009 hydrographic conditions at its lateral boundaries with the 2009 observations 

of sub-ice shelf currents and hydrographic properties made by Autosub (4).

Only  the  downward-looking  Acoustic  Doppler  Current  Profiler  (ADCP)  mounted  on 

Autosub was functioning with sufficient precision to determine ocean currents. The synoptic, 

near-seabed (average 20-50 m above the bottom) velocity is presented here (Figs. S3A-C, see 

also Fig. 3A), and can be compared with the monthly averaged current in the simulation. Given 

our  assumptions  and caveats,  the  level  of  agreement  is  good:  the  simulation  reproduces  the 

cyclonic gyres in the inner and outer cavities, and the asymmetry in velocity magnitude on either 

side of the ridge. A weaker, more southerly located inflow over the ridge crest is present in the 

observation, but the Autosub sampling is limited along the top of the ridge and in the south-

western portion of the cavity, preventing a detailed evaluation of the sinuous simulated flow in 

other areas. For example, a deep current from the southern end of the ice front feeds the ridge 

overflow in the model: this feature is partly induced locally by a poorly-sampled deepening in 

the bathymetry.
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Fig. S2. Observations used to define the cavity geometry beneath the ice shelf. A. The grounded ice 

base is defined by previous airborne radar observations (33) gridded at the cyan dots. Over most of the 

fast-flowing part of the ice shelf, a 40-m resolution digital elevation model (19, 40) of the ice surface in 

March 2008 is inverted for ice draft (magenta), and the near-calving front geometry of 2008 is repeated  

(red) to account for the glacier advance in 2009. Over the remaining part of the ice shelf, 2009 airborne  

radar observations (43, yellow dots)  measured the ice draft.  B. Ice  draft  interpolated on the 400-m 

resolution model grid. The black contour defines the coastline and ice shelf edge in 2009. C. The seabed 

elevation beneath grounded ice is defined by previous airborne radar observations (33, black dots). The 

seabed elevation beneath the ice shelf is deduced by gravimetry (magenta dots, M. Studinger, personal 

communication) corrected to fit available Autosub observations within a 6 km radius. The difference 

between Autosub seabed elevation observations and the elevation inverted from the gravimetry data is  

shown by colored dots. Seabed elevation in open ocean and unmodeled areas (green dots) is known from 

ship echosounding (41).  D. Seabed elevation interpolated onto the 400 m resolution model grid. The 

white contour delineates the 750 m isobath.

Consistent with the circulation,  the model reproduces the hydrographic front over the 

seabed ridge. This front is visible in temperature (Figs. S3D-F), salinity (not shown) and oxygen 

(in observation only, not shown), as the ice melt-induced cold, fresh and oxygenated buoyant 

plume rises up the ice base and over the warm, saline and old (deoxygenated) Circumpolar Deep 

Water (CDW). 
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Fig. S3. Model evaluation. A. Simulated (black vectors, every fifth vector is shown) and observed (white 

vectors, 1 in 400 is shown) velocity 50 m from the seabed (colors) using the simulation forced with 2009 

hydrographic conditions. The 2009 ice shelf boundary is delimited by the black line. The white contour 

delineates  the  750 m  isobath.  Magenta  lines  show  the  position  of  sections  in  panels  D-F.  B-C. 

Enlargement of A in selected areas (magenta squares indicated in A).  D-F. 2009 simulated potential 

temperature (color) and salinity (black contours) sections, directly compared with 2009 observations of  

potential temperature (white-circled color dots, 1 in 50 is shown) made by Autosub within 2 km of the 

sections.
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Fig.  S4.  Calving  front  observations. Potential  temperature  (A-E)  and  meltwater  fraction  (F-J) 

sections at the PIG ice shelf calving front for individual years of observation (labeled) . Sections are 

drawn from north (left) to south (right), thus facing into the cavity beneath the ice shelf. Note that both  

axes  vary  in  scale  between  years.  In  addition  to  those  situated  at  either  end  of  the  sections,  

hydrographic  profile  positions  are  indicated  by  black  vertical  dashed  lines.  Contours  are  linearly 

interpolated on a grid with 25-m resolution in depth and 1-km in distance. In F-J, the thick dashed black  

line  indicates  the  threshold  depth  above  which  meltwater  fraction  calculations  are  assumed  to  be 

unreliable because of the impact of air-sea exchanges on water properties.
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Fig.  S5.  Calving  front  balanced  velocity. Sections  of  adjusted  geostrophic  velocity  (A-E)  and 

associated barotropic adjustment (F-J) to the original geostrophic velocity across the PIG ice front for 

individual years of observation (labeled). Sections are drawn from north (left) to south (right), thus 

facing into the cavity beneath the ice shelf. Note that both axes vary in scale between years. In addition  

to those situated at either end of the sections, hydrographic profile positions are indicated by black 

vertical dashed lines. Contours are linearly interpolated on a grid with 25-m resolution in depth and 1-

km in distance. White contours indicate zero velocity. Positive velocities are out of the cavity.

However, the model does not capture the exact location of the front. For example, the 

model  does  not show the right  strength or location  for  the jet  along the ridge line,  and the 
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thermocline in figure S3D (S3F) is too high (low) compared with Autosub observations. These 

discrepancies  could  be  due  to  either  inaccurate  geometry  of  the  cavity  where  Autosub 

observations are absent, high-frequency variations in the front location and strength, or even poor 

parameterization of horizontal and vertical mixing. In general, however, the model reproduces 

key characteristics of the frontal structure under the ice shelf, and it is therefore suitable for our  

sensitivity experiment. 

Observation-based meltwater budgets:

Hydrographic conditions near the ice front were sampled in austral summer 1994, 2007, 

2009, 2010 and 2012 (Fig. S3). Although the location of the sections differs from year to year, 

dictated by the sea-ice conditions and the ice front advance and calving cycle, all the presented 

sections were made within a kilometer  of the first  direct  contact  between waters exiting  the 

cavity underneath the ice shelf and the atmosphere. It is therefore expected that in all of these 

sections, the main driver of the circulation and water mass modification is the ocean-ice shelf 

interaction. Assuming, for each sampled year, that all waters are a mixture of three sources (35), 

t temperature, salinity and oxygen are used to compute the concentration of meltwater. Potential 

temperature and meltwater concentration sections (Fig. S4) provide a general view of the oceanic 

variability at the PIG ice front and the particularly anomalous character of 2012. 

Interleaving  the  typical  Winter  Water  (WW) above CDW stratification,  warmer  than 

ambient  meltwater  outflows can be seen at  the base of  the thermocline  and up to  the near-

surface. Major channeled outflow locations (better sampled in 2009) can sometimes be identified 

(45), but a clear Coriolis-driven tendency for CDW to enter the cavity at depth and from the 

north and for meltwater within the outflows to be enhanced in the southernmost part is evident in 

all  sections  (46).  The  adjusted  geostrophic  velocities  across  the  sections  (Fig.  S5)  provide 

concrete support for this general feature of the circulation. The section made in 2012 shows a 

diminished amount of heat available at the calving front with a deeper thermocline, and reduced 

meltwater concentrations.

Using a method described previously (36), heat, salt and oxygen budgets can be balanced 

to deduce the amount of basal melt occurring at the ice shelf base. Such estimates assume steady 

state and sufficient sampling (see also 2 or an analysis of potential sampling bias in 1994), and 

are typically subject to an additional methodological uncertainty of about 10%. However they 

provide circulation patterns, basal ice shelf melt budget quantification and variability that are 

consistent with physical principles, and we expect such estimates to be generally realistic. They 

are shown for all sampled years in Table 1.

All  years  marked  by an  elevated  thermocline  and increased  CDW core  temperature, 

namely 2007, 2009 and 2010, show similar net fluxes of meltwater coming from underneath the 

ice shelf. 2009 and 2010 saw transports of 79.7 and 75.2 km3 yr-1 ice equivalent (iceq) emanating 

from beneath the fast-flowing part of the ice shelf, respectively. In 2007, part of the bay area was 

covered by land-fast  sea ice,  so the observations were taken further north (Fig.  1C) and the 

budget is probably more representative of the entire ice shelf, including its slow-flowing northern 

part. This results in a larger transport estimate of 110.6 km3 yr-1 (iceq) for similar hydrographic 

conditions  in  PIB,  equivalent  to  melting  ~101.8 Gt yr-1 of  ice,  in  close  agreement  with  the 

101.2±8 Gt yr-1 estimated  from  glaciological  observations  between  2003  and  2008  (27). 

Equivalent proportions of basal melt under the southern  and northern/slow-flowing parts of the 

ice shelf are reproduced in the simulation (see year 2009 in Table S1). The consistency of the 

results found for years with similar hydrographic conditions in PIB and small expected changes 
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in the shelf geometry between 2007 and 2010 further validates the budget methodology.

Other years with less available heat at the calving front saw reduced basal melt resulting 

in  lower  seawater  transport  from the  cavity.  In  1994,  a  transport  of  51.3 km3 yr-1 (iceq)  is 

estimated in Table 1 (see also ref.  2), and 2012 stands out as a 53% decrease from 2009 with 

37.3 km3 yr-1 (iceq) transport.

Fig. S6. Simulated melting. A. Simulated freshwater flux into the ocean (color) and ocean currents 

within 50 m of the ice shelf (white vectors) for a simulation using 2009 boundary conditions. The 750 m 

bathymetric contour is shown in yellow. The 2009 edge of the ice shelf is shown in black. B. Same as A, 

but showing the difference in melting and sub-ice shelf flow between the 2012 and 2009 simulations.  

Positive freshwater flux anomaly implies more rapid melting in 2012 than in 2009. C. Same as A, but 

with color showing simulated ocean currents within 50 m of the ice shelf. D. Same as B, but with color 

showing difference in simulated ocean currents within 50 m of the ice shelf between the 2012 and 2009 

simulations.

Simulation-based meltwater budgets:

The drag coefficient within the three-equation melting parameterization (see Methods) is 

tuned in the 2009 simulation to roughly reproduce the total meltwater flux estimate from the 

2009 observations. Though generally treated as an unvarying physical quantity, beneath PIG this 

drag coefficient is used to allow the model to represent the high spatial variability of the ice shelf 
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base (19), which is still sub-grid-scale even in these high-resolution simulations. The final value 

used (5x10-3) is close to that used on Ronne ice shelf (47). Keeping the cavity geometry constant, 

a suite  of sensitivity  experiments  are performed by changing the hydrographic conditions  to 

which  the model  is  restored  along its  open-ocean boundaries.  Here we report  the  results  of 

simulations in which hydrographic conditions appropriate to 1994, 2009 and 2012 were imposed.

The simulated  reduction  in  basal  melt  in  2012 with respect  to 2009 is  less than that 

deduced from observations  (compare Tables  1 and S1),  but  still  reaches  31% over the fast-

flowing part of the ice shelf. For 1994 the simulated basal melt is intermediate between 2009 and 

2012, in agreement with the observation that the 1994 thermocline depth is intermediate between 

2009 and 2012. However, the proportional change is lower than that observed: modeled 1994 

equivalent ice fluxes represent 92% of those in 2009, compared with 64% in the observations. 

This discrepancy could be explained by inaccurate forcing and parameterizations in the model, 

but we suspect that neglected changes in the cavity geometry from 1994 to 2009 play a greater  

role. A change in the area subject to melting is expected to have a relatively large impact on 

melt, and the grounding line movements from 1996 to 2009 (Fig. 1C) imply an enlargement of 

the ocean cavity that is unaccounted for in the model. Grounding line migration between 2009 

and 2012 is arguably less important during the shorter (3 years) time span (13).

Fig. S7. Melting in model and observations. A. Simulated freshwater flux into the ocean (color) for a 

simulation using 2009 boundary conditions. The 2009 (1996) grounding line of the ice shelf is shown in 

magenta (green). B. Same as A, but from observations using a Lagrangian comparison between surface 

elevation products (19).

Maps of basal melting and the near-ice ocean circulation are shown in figure S6 and are 

compared with observation-based estimates  in figure S7. On the large scale (>5 km), melt  is 

concentrated near the grounding line and is simulated to reach 120 m yr-1 in 2009 (figures S6a 

and S7), in agreement with observations (19). Outflows at the ice front are directed by the broad-

scale topography of the ice-shelf base, and are concentrated in three main parts, near the south, 

the center and the north of the ice shelf fast flowing part. This is consistent with observations 

(45, see also Figs. S4 and S5) and earlier simulations using a smoother geometry and simpler 

'plume' ocean physics  (46).  At the smaller scale (<5 km), ocean flows and melting tend to be 

structured by resolved basal channels, near the grounding line and in the southern portion of the 
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ice shelf, and ocean currents within channels typically reach 10 cm s-1, close to observations (20). 

We note here however that even at 400-m resolution, kilometer-scale channels remain poorly 

represented (Fig. S7). The correlation between basal melt and basal channels under ice shelves 

has important implications for the dynamics of the ice-ocean interaction  (19,  48–50), and we 

assume here that the model representation of these features is sufficient for our sensitivity study. 

Changing hydrographic conditions modulates the amplitude of melting and associated circulation 

(Figs. S6B and S6D), but not its general spatial distribution.

Year Simulated freshwater flux

Entire ice shelf Fast flowing part only

total (km3 yr-1) % of 2009 total (km3 yr-1) % of 2009

1994 91.6 87 79.5 92

2009 105.4 100 86.4 100

2012 65.6 62 59.4 69

Table S1. Net simulated freshwater fluxes under the ice shelf.  

Sea ice conditions in the months leading up to January 2012:

In summer 2010, the sea-ice concentration in the eastern Amundsen Sea was the lowest 

on record (Fig. S8A). Though sea-ice advection through this region is important, this probably 

implies that local sea-ice production in the following autumn was larger than usual, potentially 

creating  a thick  layer  of  WW in PIB.  However,  the austral  summer preceding that  of 2012 

actually  saw  relatively  high  sea-ice  concentrations  and  it  is  unclear  whether  the  potential 

anomaly in WW thickness of 2010 would have persisted throughout the following year leading 

up to  January  2012.  Given  the  importance  of  sea-ice  processes  for  modifying  hydrographic 

properties in polar regions, we suspect they are also playing a role in setting the 2012 anomaly, 

but cannot quantify such effect with confidence. If ice growth in 2010 did create a long-lasting 

anomaly, the impact on the ice shelf should be visible in altimeter records.

Fig.  S8.  Sea-ice and zonal  wind variability. A. 

Average sea ice concentration  (51) in the eastern 

Amundsen  Sea.  Dates  of  ocean  observations  are 

indicated  by  colored  vertical  lines  (color  code 

defined in Fig. 1). B. Same as Fig. 4A. Monthly-

mean 10-m-height zonal wind velocity (black) and 

its  running  integral  over  the  preceding  12-month 

(red),  averaging  over  the  area  indicated  by  the 

black-dotted box in Fig. 4C. Shaded areas indicate 

one standard deviation around the mean for each. 

The green line shows the SST monthly anomaly in 

the Niño 3.4 area.
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Characterization  of  the  atmospheric  bridge  between  the  ASE  and  the  tropical 

Pacific:

Relatively  coarse  regional  ocean  simulations  identified  a  link  between  zonal  wind 

variability over the continental shelf edge of the Amundsen Sea and the on-shelf inflow of warm 

CDW (21). In this model, wind anomalies generated fluctuations in the flux of warm water in the 

ASE, and PIB, dominating over the local wind and buoyancy forcing of upper water column 

properties. In turn, variations in the volume of heat in PIB were expected to impact ice shelf 

melting, although the latter was poorly represented by limited resolution and the unknown under-

ice-shelf  bathymetry  at  the  time.  In  this  model,  the  time-scale  necessary  for  a  shelf-break 

anomaly to reach PIB is  of the order  of a few months.  However,  we can expect  that  other, 

unresolved shelf-break processes involved in feeding CDW to PIB also play a role in modulating 

hydrographic  properties  in  PIB  while  the  focus  on  seabed  rather  than  mid-water  column 

processes will have downplayed the role of surface forcing within PIB. Since such processes 

likely operate over a wide range of time-scales, the ocean state observed at any given time is  

expected to reflect the non-linear sum of all processes.

Analysis of atmospheric reanalysis products has demonstrated a statistically significant 

relationship between the tropical Pacific and the zonal wind in the Amundsen Sea area (18). In 

general, increased westerly wind stress over the continental shelf edge is associated with El Niño 

conditions; easterly anomalies are associated with La Niña conditions. Figures 4A and 4C in the 

main  text  illustrate  these  points:  (1)  correlation  between  zonal  wind over  the  ASE and sea 

surface temperature  (SST) in the  Niño 3.4 region is  0.48,  suggesting that  about 25% of the 

interannual variability of the zonal wind in the ASE can be attributed to variability in the tropics; 

(2) the mechanistic link between the two regions is a standing atmospheric wave radiating from 

the central equatorial Pacific (29). 

Figure S9 illustrates  the anomalous conditions  of 2011 compared with other  selected 

years relevant to ocean observations in PIB. In the annual average for 1993, there are positive 

anomalies in 200 hPa heights in the tropics (Figs. S9A and S9E) and north of the Amundsen Sea, 

showing a classic Rossby-wave pattern.  These are accompanied by anomalous deep convection 

(negative Lagrangian rate of change of pressure with time, ω) in the tropical Pacific, shown by 

the white contours in figure S9E.  In contrast, 200 hPa height anomalies in 1999, 2008, and 2011 

are negative over the tropics and high latitudes, and convective anomalies are negative (positive 

ω).  In 2011 only, the wind stress anomalies over the Amundsen Sea Embayment are strongly 

negative (easterly); this is accompanied by more widespread and convective anomalies, centered 

near the dateline in the tropical Pacific.

Given the large scale of the atmospheric circulation anomalies compared to the small size 

of the ASE, one can expect that spatial variations in the Rossby-wave source or variations in the 

source  amplitude  will  have  major  impacts  on  the  resulting  wind  anomaly  in  the  ASE.  For 

example, although 1999 was a La Niña year like 2011, and the deep-convection anomaly was of 

the same intensity as that of 2011, it was centered west of the dateline, leading to a southward 

wave radiation that impacted the Ross Sea sector more than the Amundsen Sea sector. The result  

was a  weak zonal  wind anomaly over  the ASE. In 2008,  the deep-convection anomaly  was 

weaker than either during 1999 and 2011, and also centered to west of the dateline. The resulting 

wave train was then neither properly centered nor had sufficient amplitude to have a large impact 

on the zonal wind over the ASE. 

In 2006 and 2009 (Fig. S10), there are no clear deep-convection anomalies in the tropics, and no 

evidence of Rossby wave propagation is apparent in the anomaly field.
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Fig.  S9.  Atmospheric  links 

between the tropics and the ASE. 

A-D. From  the  ERA-Interim 

reanalysis  (34),  annual  average  of 

geopotential  height  anomaly on the 

200 hPa  level  (color)  and  of  10-m 

zonal  wind  (contours,  white  is 

negative,  black  is  positive,  1 m s-1 

interval)  relative  to  the  1979-2011 

monthly  climatology.  Note  that 

averages  over  shorter  timescales 

(e.g.  between  October  and 

December)  gives  very  similar 

results.  E-H. Same  as  A-D,  but 

showing  spatially  high-pass-filtered 

geopotential height anomaly with an 

isotropic   cut-off  frequency of  50° 

(color).  Contour  show  annual 

averages  of  ω  (Lagrangian  rate  of 

change  of  pressure  with  time) 

anomaly at the 500 hPa level (white 

is  negative,  black  is  positive, 

beginning  from  ±0.02 Pa s-1  with 

0.01 Pa s-1 interval).



Fig.  S10.  Atmospheric  links 

between  the  tropics  and  the 

ASE. A-D. Same as figure S9, 

but for other years.

These simple diagnostics reveal that although a clear connection exists between deep-

convection anomalies in the equatorial  Pacific and zonal wind over the ASE, the convective 

anomalies need to be at the relevant longitude and of sufficient amplitude to have a large impact. 

Furthermore,  the link between the zonal wind anomaly and ocean properties in PIB is not a 

direct, linear one, as energy from the wind is passed down to the ocean, and ocean processes at 

the continental shelf edge adjust to the surface forcing. Therefore, we expect that only major 

anomalies in the wind, such as occurred in 2011, will be followed by identifiable anomalies in 

the flux of CDW onto the intermediate to lower oceanic layers in the ASE, and hence in the 

thermohaline structure in PIB.

More work is required to better understand the oceanic variability in PIB, its causes and 

likely impacts. Specifically, at the regional level, an improved understanding of the processes 

driving  the  flux  of  CDW  in  the  ASE at  the  shelf  edge  (30,  52–54) and  of  the  processes 

controlling  the  thermohaline  structure  in  PIB is  needed.  On a  more  global  scale,  a  detailed 

review of factors influencing the wind over the ASE, including but not limited to the tropical 

Pacific,  including synoptic  (55),  interannual  (18,  56–59),  decadal  and longer  (60) timescales, 

would be beneficial.
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